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Video conferencing  
system management

Unleash the power of your Cisco Webex Room systems. Mividas 
Rooms is a Cisco Webex Compatible platform that provides easy-
to-join functionality, macro provisioning and people count to 
name just a few features. 

Expect all that you have used Cisco TMS for and much more.

Mividas Rooms

Example showing managment of  
video conferencing systems.
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Mividas Rooms

Mividas Rooms enable easy provisioning for 
all your video conferencing systems’.

Provisioning

Dialing properties — Easily 
update your systems dailing 
properties, either in bulk or for 
a single system at the time.

Address books — Create 
address books from multiple 
sources and with manual 
entries, using automatic 
provisioning.

Configurations — Generate 
reports, create templates 
and provision to one or more 
systems simultaneously.

CA certificates — Provision 
CA certificates to be installed 
on a selection of video 
conferencing systems.

Panels and macros — Use 
Mividas as your room control 
repository, create collections 
and provision to your selected 
systems.

Commands — Run commands 
directly on one or more systems 
directly, save commands as 
templates for later use.

Get previous statistics — Fetch 
statistics from your existing 
systems to be used for call 
statistics and report generation.

Branding — Add multiple 
branding profiles to simplify 
the workflow, for instance, 
when a new system is added.

Firmware — Upload firmware 
to the Mividas register and 
easily provision them to your 
selected systems.
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Our premium join version of Mividas 
Rooms gives you true Microsoft 
Exchange integration using Microsoft 
EWS (Exchange Web Services) and the 
new Microsoft Graph API to ensure that 
recurring meetings and changes are 
reflected to your Cisco Webex room 
devices.

Administrators get a detailed overview of all the 
organizations’ scheduled meetings for effortless 
end-user support.

By using people count and call 
statistics from room systems and call 
controls such as Cisco Expressway, you 
can create powerful reporting from 
both online and offline meetings in 
conference rooms.

Real time monitoring of meeting room usage, 
analysis of ghost meetings and scheduling 
efficiency as well as facility management decision 

Touch join button for all 
your video meetings

People count

Mividas Rooms
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Mividas Rooms

In Mividas Rooms you will find powerful 
management of address books. Automatic 
provisioning then updates the address book for 
any number of room systems.

Each address book can have its own manual entries along with 
external sources such as eg. copy of another address book or 
addresses of managed room systems. Features like duplicating, 
exporting to excel and much more are also available.

Address book management 
and provisioning

Management — Create, update 
and remove address books.

Search and filter — Fast search 
and filtering to find entries in 
large address books.

Import — Import multiple 
entries to address books from 
Excel.

Groups — Use groups for better 
structure and filtering.

Flexible — Create address books from multiple sources.

When creating an address book, the administrator is given 
the choice to either start adding manual entries or select 
one or more synchronization sources including Cisco TMS, 
copy of address book, Cisco Meeting Server users, VCS or 
managed video conferencing systems.

Manual entries — Supports 
manual entries that are stored 
in the Mividas registry.

Export — Export all address 
book entries to Excel.

Provisioning — Provisioning 
updates the address book on 
any number of systems.

Duplicate — Support for 
making copies of existing 
address books.
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Mividas Rooms

Since video conferencing systems have a ton 
of settings, we have developed a workflow that 
is as pleasant as possible to work with for the 
administrator.

Get a overview of the systems current status. Configurations can 
then either be provisioned directly or saved as a template for 
later use. When provisioning, it is also possible to load configs 
from another existing system.

Configurations and 
commands

Search — Quickly find the 
configuration, command or 
status you are looking for.

Configurations — Provision 
systems configurations from 
our easy-to-use interface.

Flexible  — Either provision configurations 
and commands to the selected system, or 
select a group of other systems to run the 
provisioning for.

Backup — Easy to take 
a snapshot of system 
configurations in the event they 
need to be restored later on.

Provisioning — Either directly 
to the selected system or to 
multiple systems.

Commands — List and run 
commands directly for the 
selected system.

System Compare — Compare 
system configurations 
between different systems.

Queue / History — Get an 
overview of the provisioning 
queue and the status of each 
of the events.

System status — Detailed 
overview of the system’s 
current status.

Templates — Supporting 
saving templates for both 
configurations and commands.
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Mividas Rooms

A powerful way to add value to your meeting 
room experience is by using room controls which 
adds new features for the rooms touch panel.

Different rooms also have different needs, where a problem has 
been to be able to easily provision room controls to different 
parts of the organization. This is something we solve with 
Mividas Rooms, add all room controls and use Mividas Rooms’ 
easy provisioning for these as well.

Mividas Rooms supports generating reports for 
your video conferencing system’s call statistics 
and usage.

Simply select a time period and use filtering for selecting just a 
part of your managed systems and your report will be generated. 
There is also support for debug statistics where you will get an 
in-depth view of all video conferencing systems calls.

Panels and macros

Call statistics

Management — Create, 
update and remove room 
controls.

Generate reports — Select 
a date period and generate 
reports.

Room control — Control 
displays, lighting, and other 
room features.

Any meeting — With people 
count even offline meetings 
will be part of the statistics.

Collections — Save room 
controls as collections to 
simplify the workflow. 

Consolidate — Collect call 
statistics from room systems, 
call control and people 
count for a complete usage 
overview.
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Mividas Rooms

Use Mividas Rooms firmware register to get 
structure over your different firmware versions.

Including search and filter functionality. For multi tenancy 
installation we support global firmware versions visible for all 
your customers

Mividas Rooms has its own register of branding 
profiles, use provisioning to send them to your 
desired number of systems.

Including background screens, logotype and virtual 
background for camera.

Depending on the administrator’s permissions 
different system settings will be available.

This includes global settings, organization tree management, 
calendar services, customers and more.

Firmware register 
and provisioning

Branding provisioning

Administration tools 
and settings
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Sometimes things goes wrong for which 
Mividas offers extensive debugging views to 
quickly and easily troubleshoot your video 
conferencing systems.

Includes debbuging for all your managed Cisco Webex 
Room Systems.

Debugging and 
troubleshooting

Mividas Rooms

E‑mail — Easy debugging 
of emails linked to your 
managed video conferencing 
systems.

Cisco Endpoint — This debug 
view shows all of your Cisco 
video conferencing system’s 
HTTP events.

Cisco Endpoint provisioning — 
This debug view shows all passive 
provisioning notifications from 
your managed video conferencing 
systems.
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With Mividas Rooms, expect the same functionality you are used to from 
Cisco TMS, but with much more powerful added features and enhancements.

Comparison chart  
Cisco TMS ™ vs Mividas Rooms

Cisco TMS Mividas Rooms

Provisioning serrings

Provisioning addressboks

Send commands and configurations

Update firmware

Powerful meeting call control Limited *

Overview of all scheduled meetings Limited *

Call statistics for specific system Limited *

Manual entries for address books

Provisioning room controls and collections (macros)

People count support

Pexip Infinity support

Import and export of backups

Save selections of configurations or commands as  
templates for later use

Call statistics from Cisco and Pexip call control

Proxy support for remote office video conferencing systems

Provisioning video conferencing system branding

*) May work with limited functionality
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Mividas became Cisco Webex Compatible on 
December 14th 2020, bringing powerful room 
system management to Cisco Meeting Server, 
Cisco Unified Call Manager and Cisco Expressway 
but also for Cisco Webex registered endpoints.

A strong partnership with our supported manufacturers are 
a significant part of Mividas success and we are proud to be 
solution partner for both of the largest manufacturers on the 
market, Cisco and Pexip.

As a solution partner, Mividas is being officially recognized as a partner that adds 
value to the manufacturers offering and have a deep understanding and technical 
knowledge of their solutions.

Mividas is certified by Cisco Webex Compatible in the 
category Easy Join Services (OBTP) something that we, 
together with only a handful of companies in the world, 
are certified in.

You can find more information about Mividas Rooms on 
the Cisco DevNet, or visit our homepage  
www.mividas.com/cisco/.

Mividas Rooms, a Cisco Webex  
Compatible product

Solution partner

Mividas Rooms
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Active connection with direct  
response using Mividas Proxy

• Easy automated install on private network

• Installed as virtual machine

• Secure connection to Mividas Rooms hosted service using HTTPS and SSH

• Mividas Rooms host approval required

• Instant management of endpoints

• Direct access to endpoints through https-tunneling

Video conference systems from remote offices can be 
added to Mividas Rooms the same simple way as with 
local systems. 

By default, this will result in the system having a passive connection 
which means that the system itself contacts Mividas Rooms using a time 
interval and will result in a bit of a delayed response. This is something 
we solve with Mividas Proxy, giving you an active connection to all your 
video conferencing systems.

Start managing your video conferencing systems. Our sales 
team will gladly answer any questions you might have.

Contact us for more information, by phone +46 10 19 60 600 
or e-mail sales@mividas.com

Get started

Mividas Rooms


